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Held on 3rd May 2011 
Kilchuimen School Library, Fort Augustus  

 
Present: Harry Whiteside (Chair), Stuart Findlay, Johnny MacDonald, 

Cameron Donnelly, Frances Mansell, Christine MacDonald, Bill 
Skeoch & Alan Draper 

Minutes: Julia King 
 

 
Item 
 

 
Minute 

 
Action 

03.05.01 Welcome & Apologies 
HW welcomed all directors present to the meeting & 
thanked everyone who was able to attend the director 
training on the previous evening. 
Apologies:Adam Philip 

 

03.05.02 
 

Minutes from 30.3.2011 
Minutes of meeting held on 30th March 2011 were read 
and approved.  Proposed by SF and seconded by JMcD 
Minutes from 28.2.2011 
Minutes of meeting held on 28th February 2011 were read 
and approved.  Proposed by JMcD and seconded 
by HW 

 

03.05.03 Outstanding Matters 
Dalchreichart School 
Dalchreichart School is still up for sale. 
Visitor Centre Workshop 
SF & JMcD attended the workshop for the potential visitor 
centre in Fort Augustus. They felt it was a great idea 
providing British Waterways/SSE built it & funded it & the 
right people/businesses occupied the business units. It 
would be good for the village but parking is obviously an 
issue. 
Renewables 
SF commented Ridgewind Wind Farms are very interested 
in a co-operative & people being able to invest in it, this 
may be something to consider at a later date 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

03.05.04 Village Hall  
Kitchen Extension/Repairs 
The amended drawings have now come back from the 
architect, with the survey. The size of the kitchen is now 
the same size as the Invergarry Village Hall kitchen. Fiona 
McLachlan has looked at the plans & other than a few 
minor tweaks & a better extractor system, she feels the 
size & layout is very good. The architect has included the 
cost of the planning permission in his fee. There is an 
adjustment to be made to the plans to make the platform 
of the disabled access bigger as it needs to cater for a 
wheelchair to be turned around. Once this amendment has 
been made he will be submitting the plans to Highland 
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Council planning department. 
SF met with the Highland Council Clerk of Works & 
Douglas Wilby regarding the woodworm & the problems 
with the wooden strut under the back wall. The Clerk of 
Works said it could be done, however at a subsequent 
meeting with the Highland Council Maintenance Officer,  
the Maintenance Officer felt it could be a problem because 
the cost would be so high, it would probably need to go 
out to tender. SF suggested it could be cut down into 
smaller jobs as we have strict time constraints. Currently 
we only have one estimate from the Highland Council. We 
need to wait for further estimates before it can progress 
any further. We need to ensure the village hall transfer is 
dealt with by 1 July 2011. 
Transfer from Highland Council 
Our solicitors are dealing with the Highland Council for 
the transfer. 
Village Hall Sub Committee  
Some of the sub-committee members have now visited 
Glenmoriston Millennium Hall & Invergarry Village Hall. 
The constitution is in progress, another meeting is to be 
set for the end of May to establish the committee for the 
village hall & to set out the pricing. 
Frances Mansell & Bill Skeoch will be the two directors on 
the Village Hall Sub-Committee, but will never hold office. 
A meeting is to be held prior to the sub-committee 
meeting to establish what help will be given to the Village 
Hall particularly in the first year. 
The Public hall licence runs out on 17 May 2011 & Jeannie 
Graham from the highland council is sorting this out for 
us. 
New Heating System, Windows & Insulation 
JMcD & SF met with Ian Brown from Scottish Hydro who 
are going to look into a cost effective heating system & 
give us an idea of the annual running costs 
The insulation has already been done in the roof voids. 
Funding 
We do need to look for more money as the build has now 
gone up in price with the bigger kitchen. 
We need to look into ‘Awards for All’ for 10k & see what 
we can apply for. There are other things to consider i.e. 
new chairs, crockery, cutlery etc. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
JK 
 
 
 
 
HW,SF, 
JMcD, 
WS 

03.05.05 
 

Car Scheme 
The car scheme is still running but their money has run 
out, do we still operate it but at a lesser cost? 
The general consensus was; that there are plenty of 
people, who need it, however due to poor marketing, not 
enough people are using it. Some of us felt it would be a 
shame to lose it; however we need someone to operate it. 
At the moment it is run by the Lochaber Community Care 
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Forum, but most of the money was spent on the 
management. 
It was agreed that a locally run scheme maybe better 
received & HW suggested we approach the RVS to see if 
they would be interested in running it, but to still use the 
current volunteer drivers.  
It was agreed this may be a solution, however we need to 
obtain a final report of how the original money has been 
spent & end the scheme as it is. HW will tentatively speak 
to the RVS to see if they are interested. 

 
 
 
HW 
 

03.05.06 Accounts 
The accounts for the financial year to 31 March 2011 were 
distributed, which was preliminary as they have yet to go 
to VAL for finalising.  
HW stated we are unable to invest any monies at the 
moment as we need to be able to fund the village hall as 
the grant money from LEADER is retrospective. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

03.05.07 Avanté 
HW asked all directors to have a read through the 
proposal & email her with their thoughts by Friday 5 May 
2011. The work they are proposing, will involve our input 
as well. We are a regeneration company and we need to 
seriously consider their offer to be able to move forward 
and engage the community. They have given us a very 
significant discount; however, unfortunately the cost has 
increased due to the rise in VAT. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ALL 

03.05.08 
 

AOCB 
The Millennium Wind Farm were asked not to generate 
any electricity for a while as too much was already being 
generated. We need to approach them and find out if we 
receive any compensation as we will obviously be losing 
out. 

 
 
 
 
 
HW/JK 
 

 The meeting closed at   9.20 pm.  
  

Dates for future Grant Meetings 
Monday 27th June 2011 

Wednesday 28th September 2011 
Thursday 15th December 2011 

 
Dates for future Business Meetings 

Tuesday 7 June 2011 
Time & Venues to be confirmed 

 

 


